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Dr. Tachine 
Okay, are we ready? 
 

Dr. Yang 
We're ready. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
All right let's get started, [speaking in Navajo] I introduce you to a way I've always been taught 
to do so with that knowledge my ancestors, where I come from and who I am, I am an Assistant 
Professor in higher education Arizona State University which resides on the lands of the Pee 
Posh and Akimel O'odham people, many of you who are joining us today may have been a part 
of the ASHE webinars series from the beginning this is our 6th and last session for the series 
and you may have heard me introduce myself and my language in Diné, I want to talk a little bit 
about what that meant for me and I think it's very fitting given the topic that we're talking 
about today, this act of introduction or presenting the presence as an extension of indigeneity 
as an awakening of and acknowledging relationality, kinship relationships with my people and 
the land that I come from, it's also being in agreement with my positionality as a Diné woman 
who is in linearity with generations upon generations upon generations of beautiful matriarchs, 
for me, it's a form decolonizing the space I occupied by asserting the relationship of Diné 
ontological orientations and epistemological connections to this land and this time, with my 
people, in many respects introducing in this way gives me strength as it's a beautiful reminder 
that my presence here and now is invoking that I come with ancestors and family. 
 
Since this is the last webinar series, I thought that it would be important for me to talk, to share 
that with you all but also because I'm talking with two amazing people who share in this 
understanding of relationality and acknowledgement. And I think it's also fitting given the 
context and the climate in which we are all, of which is all happening in our society today, and I 
am in your host and I'm excited, super excited for the session, this title of Decolonial World 
making in the University with very special guests, before we begin, cause I know you may be 
excited just as me to chat with these wonderful people, I have a few housekeeping items, we ah 
if you are on video or if you are on your phone if you could please put mute on your phone or 
on your video just in case we have any feedback noise and so forth, and it really would help us 
out, if you have any questions through this dialogue, um I encourage you to pop up a message 
on the chat feature, we'll do our best to answer questions but I do want to just give a heads up 
and apologize if we not get to the question. 
 
But I also encourage dialogue on social media, you can use the #ASHE2019Webinar to have 
conversation that goes beyond, you know the time frame that we are in today, without further 
ado, I want my dear guests, wonderful friends and colleagues to introduce themselves and then 
we'll begin, how does that sound. 
 
[BLANK_AUDIO] 
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Dr. Yang 
Sounds good. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Anyone can jump in and how you want to introduce yourself. 
 

Dr. Yang 
Sharon you want to go first? 
 

Dr. Stein 
Sure. Well first of all thank you Amanda, thank you to Dana who's helped set this up and to 
Leslie Gonzales for supporting it as well, I'm really excited and honored to be a part of this 
webinar and especially given the topic. When Amanda emailed to ask me, I was like, of course 
but also why me so I I'm just super grateful to be part of this conversation with two colleagues 
who I very much respect. 
 
So I'm Sharon Stein, I'm a white settler scholar, I work at the University of British Columbia 
which occupies the traditional ancestral unceded territories of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) 
people in what is currently known as Vancouver, Canada, and I specifically use the language of 
occupation because some of the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) elders have asked us to 
emphasize the word occupier and in place the word settle, because people have become too 
comfortable with talking about themselves as settler, so they are trying to get us to remain 
uncomfortable with the fact that we're occupying this unceded territory. 
 
My research examines the colonial past and present of higher education especially in settler 
colonial contexts. How this colonial past and present shapes the challenges that we currently 
face, particularly as it relates to issues of neoliberalism, internationalization and climate 
change, and I'm also really interested in tracing and asking how we can interrupt some of the 
problematic patterns that emerge when we are trying to respond to these big problems 
because often times we are using the same tools and ideas that created the problems to try 
and solve them, so thanks for having me. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Thank you Sharon, yes your turn. 
 

Dr. Yang 
Hi everyone I'm Wayne Yang, I am a Professor in ethnic studies at the University of California 
San Diego and that is on Kumeyaay territory and I'm actually staring out the window right now 
at the sky and across the street from the cliffs, from the Pacific Ocean on these cliffs which um, 
Stan Rodriguez who is, Dr. Stan Rodriguez who is a knowledge bearer here, says, has told us 
that this place is called the matku-laahuuy which is the place of the caves, is a very special 
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special place for the Kumeyaay. 
 
And similar to what Sharon is saying is I do think, what I'm excited about having participating in 
this webinar in ASHE, is that I think it's time for us to talk about our responsibilities to the land 
that were on. In in the universities, those of us who are university workers. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Thank you so much we're so fortunate to have you both share in this important conversation, I 
wanted to, actually share start with share personal story. And I hope you all don't mind, over 
the last few years I was struggling with whether or not I felt like I belonged in academe, and 
um. 
 
And I remember I was questioning my, I was questioning myself and often was told by mentors 
and people that I had imposter syndrome, was what I was dealing with and at the time I 
thought yeah, that makes sense, I heard about the term, I thought yeah that that sounds like 
what's going on but deep down I felt like that was not true because I knew that I had the 
abilities and the intellect because I came from generations of people who've instilled in me that 
that we have that, and so I just didn't know how to frame it that way though until this book 
came into my lap, and I can't remember how I able, I was able to even come across this book 
and I read and I switched, I swear every turn felt like it was meant for me, each, each turn of 
the page and I, and I remembered closing the book and finishing it and just like having a like 
deep cry honestly, I just felt like that those words is what I needed to hear at that time, at that 
moment, and just revisiting you work, both your work again just in preparation for this, it just 
reminds me of the purpose that we all have to do this work and so I just want to just 
acknowledge that that, that your work has really manifested in not just me but many people, of 
the purpose of why we do this work and you're right, it's not just about the scholarship, it's 
about how we can bring an accordance and good relationships with our people and the land 
and the waterways and ancestors and the universe and creator and all of that, and you all speak 
to that, and I just want to say Ahéhee' and begin by thanking you for your work, for opening, 
ushering this in and I know you come from a legacy of others who are in that and I want to 
acknowledge those as well and how we can continue this work, and so I apologize for my 
emotions a little bit on that, but I just want to, I think that's part of it too, because like being 
real with how we are with this work and how, how moving it can be in our different ways of 
being, and so for today we're going to have this conversation and I know and I want to 
acknowledge that to you all are on here, that we we co-created these questions that I'm going 
to be presenting and I wanted to do so in good relations with Wayne and Sharon to speak to 
what they want to speak about today, given that the time that we have is short and so the 
questions that arise are really well what we're thinking about this moment in time and so the 
first question is really connected to the title: what does decolonial and worldmaking mean to 
you and how is the decolonial understood in places other than what we now call America 
because I think we talked about that there's different ways decolonialism or decolonization is 
interpreted across the world, it's not as transparent as we would think right, and so how would 
you all think about it today knowing that potentially it will evolve and change, recognizing that? 
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[BLANK_AUDIO] 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Sharon you want to start [CROSSTALK] [I cede to Sharon, yes] [LAUGH]. 

 
Dr. Stein 
I don't know that, that seems unfair, I feel like Wayne is being the go to for this but [LAUGH]. 
This is just such a huge question and I feel like the whole webinar could be about it and we still 
wouldn't get too far. So I have a couple different responses that I'll try to say briefly, the first 
one is that part of my work is trying to actually follow around this term, decolonization, to call 
the nation the kind of in the way that fair Ahmed piles around words like diversity and 
happiness to see how it's mobilized in different spaces and the work that it does which can be 
both towards the decolonial horizon sometimes you know takes us actually steps in the other 
direction. 
 
So a lot of my work is just sort of mapping these different meanings and, and getting people to 
kind of understand the different genealogies of these words and the impact that they have in 
the different context, so, which is not to stay that all of the meanings and definitions are 
equally viable, um I think Wayne's work with Eve Tuck pointed that out very strongly that 
there's a real danger in words like decolonization being taken up in metaphorical ways, used as 
just a synonym for social justice or equity which doesn't get at the specificity of what 
decolonization is, and I think specifically in settler colonial contexts that we find ourselves in, 
we absolutely have to center this question of land and restoring indigenous relationships to 
place and to do that would probably require the end of the colonial nations state, the end of 
colonial ideas of property and knowledge and relationships and in my mind probably the end of 
higher education as we know it. 
 
So that's one answer, the other thing is that you know, in my particular work. I do try to think 
about it specifically thinking about how we can have horizons of hope and possibility, beyond 
the systems we've inherited, so that's beyond the nation state as the mode of political 
organization and beyond capitalism as the mode of economic organization and beyond 
universal knowledge as the only mode of knowing and being, and beyond the separation of 
humans from the earth and human from each other through these hierarchies of value that we 
have instituted and continue to reproduce. 
 

Dr. Yang 
Great um, I don't know, I mean I feel like um, you know decolonizing or decolonial worldmaking 
is something that Indigenous people have been doing for as long as colonization has existed 
which for some has been longer than others but. On this continent, you know it's been 400 or 
so years, at least, some parts of this continent and I think that. 
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The other big thinkers on this are people like Frantz Fanon who are writing about 
decolonization from from his perspective as Martiniquan, from the Caribbean but also working 
Algeria under French colonization. I feel like I'm you know my understanding of it is that. It's not 
that decolonization or decolonial is the end point, it's it's that Indigenous futures demand some 
amount of decolonization, demand decolonization. 
 
And Black futurity insists on abolition and decolonization, Queer futurity as well, I feel like that 
the decolonial is, one of these tricky words. People can use it however they want I suppose but 
I think keeping in mind Indigenous futurity, I think about like, I mean we're in higher ed and 
does higher ed attend to Indigenous futures right, and I think you know Stephanie Waterman's 
work on Indigenous students in higher ed, so they're real people that we're talking about and as 
well as lands, and and that always has to be done I guess with a great deal specificity so even 
though North America is very similar but even across Canada and United States or within 
Canada you know, French speaking Canada versus the West or the east of the continent is very 
different, where we're located and in the Southwest, I mean we're really at the confluence of 
Spanish colonialism. 
 
Anglo colonialism and you know Mexican, this period of Mexican rule as well and so so 
colonization feels different here. And I think decolonization is different, it's not so much an 
undoing as much as it is what Indigenous future is and what Black futures require. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Yeah I really like that, I was just listening to a podcast called the Red Nation this morning hosted 
by Dr. Nick Estes and. And they talked a lot and it was really wonderful because they talk about 
the decolonization, is it transparent as I said earlier because there's different ways in which it is 
interpret it based on the locale, based on the place that you alluded to Wayne, and what's 
happening that's a certain place and time too, based on the context. 
 
But what, when I think about decolonial and world making, honestly it makes me think about 
for uni, in the university setting because I'm thinking higher ed, I think it makes me think about 
going to Diné College, Diné College is the tribal college on Navajo Nation land and I remember 
the first time we had a big ole conference there hosted by College Board, it was called the 
Native American Advocacy Institute and I remember at the time, Dr. Ferlin Clark was the 
president of tribe, of Diné College and he was also a board of trustees on the College Board, 
and he really emphasized that if we're going to do Native conferences for advocacy, then we 
need to have it here at my home, at Diné land, at the Diné [native word] at at the college and so 
the College Board is like yeah yeah yeah, look that's a good idea, and I remember that was my 
first time going to this conference and they didn't realize the rurality but also they didn't 
realize, I remember them getting excited when the sheep, the sheep is on the campus, the 
cows are on the campus, there's no cellphone service, you know, I mean, that there's pockets of 
cell phone service, and things are going in motion, there is weaving looms in the classroom, 
there's Diné language on the building, the college, the infrastructure, the place is designed 
around Diné cosmology and worldmaking and world viewing and so when I, when, it sometimes 
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it can be easy for me to go to decolonial space because it happening in places right now, just up 
the road for me, and so I feel, I feel though, but still it's the happening but it's also still under 
the constraints this larger settler nation United States in particular, and other, other pulls and 
strains that's happening with capitalist movement, Tribal colleges are struggling, you know, 
financially and in other ways and so but there is some glimmer and I saw it when I was there at 
that conference, and I remember for me it was every day thing seeing a sheep and cow across 
the street and hearing that, and struggling to find your, I remember they were trying to use 
Google Maps to get back to the hotel and they couldn't and it was just like that's how our world 
is, and we're okay, and we've been thriving in that way, so I like that, I feel like it's important to 
recognize that it varies right, like what's happening in the location but also it's important to 
understand that there are, it's happening, because I feel like like you said there is oftentimes 
you think of the end game like it's way over there and there's some glimmer of that, like the 
next generation that's going to happen, like I have that hope but there's some of us, it seems so 
far removed that sometimes it can be impossible, like an impossible adventure right and so that 
leads me to this next question is often, let's look to expand a little bit more of the thinking, 
often we think of you know, making the decolonial university as the end point as we talk about 
the end game. 
 
Is that our goal, is that what we achieve to do or just conversations and thinking around that? 
 
[BLANK_AUDIO] 
 

Dr. Yang 
I'll go first this time so it's not always Sharon [LAUGH]. So yeah I I mean I don't think it is, I I feel 
like that the decolonial is an expression of how to repair some of the relationships that have 
been broken by colonization, I think in a positive sense it is not the undoing of colonization in 
the structures of settler institutions, so certainly that's part of it, I think it's the regeneration of 
relations that have always been there, that have always been there because Indigenous people 
have always had certain have had relations with one another across continents right, across 
oceans and oceans you know. 
 
I like to think of decolonizing universities rather than decolonial universities so instead of an 
adjective, it's an action, it's something that universities can do, they don't, I mean universities 
as a whole don't, but but there are parts in universities that do and I think that's part of the 
world making that's always happening so whether it's, you know a Tribal college or if it's a inter-
Tribal center at a university or if it's just, you know a research program that that has a 
community component and, you know on the coast like what Megan Bang did in the Pacific 
Northwest, working with Indigenous youth looking at climate change and you know helping, 
helping the oceans heal and shorelines heal. So I think about to decolonizing universities. And 
that's not an end point, that's that's what we're doing now, that's how I like to think of it. 
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Dr. Stein 
Yes I tend to agree with the idea that the decolonial university is maybe not the framing that I 
would use and I'm not sure it's possible to decolonized the existing institutions we have, given 
has deeply entangled they are with racial and colonial violence and their dependency on 
colonial systems, like they were literally made to reproduce colonial society so, that's why I use 
the the phrasing like beyond higher education as we know it, which it's not about like whether 
the institution itself survives is sort of like secondary to what kind of futures and as what 
Wayne said, what kind of relationship we're making, so one of the of the metaphors I use in my 
work and my research collective is hospiceing, so how do we hospice the colonial university and 
learn the lessons that it has taught us often about what not to do and assist with the birth of 
something new and how can we use the institutional space that we have, in these cracks of the 
institution to gesture toward these decolonial futures and the projects that probably aren't 
sanctioned by the overarching sort of mission of the university but which we can kind of 
appropriate and use toward these other things, knowing that you know we're never sort of 
beyond the institution, there's a phrase that sometimes it's used like in but not of the 
university, and I get really anxious about that, cause I'm sort of like well, you know, we are to 
an extent you know influenced and made by and a part of it complicit in this this institution but 
that doesn't mean we can just sit around and be okay with that, it's like what do we do with the 
positions that we're in, what's our responsibility if we find ourselves in these places 
 
[BLANK_AUDIO] 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Yeah I agree with what you are both saying because I feel like there's this conversation that I 
hear is, feeling like it's the end, like we want to aspire to that, but I really feel it, there, you 
know in my world view there there's no and there's really no end and I really liked your book a 
Third University is Possible because you began to tease out worlds right, first world, second 
world, third world and that made me think a lot about the Diné ways that we and our people, 
our creation stories, were on the fourth world, we're in the this is the glittering world y'all that 
were existing in and today and we have emerged over the various worlds, before we even 
became Diné people, there was worlds before us and so in our cosmology, in our orientation, 
we know that there's probably more worlds coming, 3rd 4th 5th worlds and so a decolonial end 
then is not, that that's not a goal because we don't know what will happen at that time in the 
next world, we don't know it to be a great flood and another tree is going to grow and break us 
into a next sphere, you know and that, those are our stories, and so I feel like for us though, is 
to aspire to be in good relations currently, I love that what you said because that's, to me that's 
all part part of decolonial looking, is being in good relations with the people, the land, and the 
universe and when we're not doing that, we need aspire to do that in this world and then who 
knows what the next world will be when we evolve, we're not there yet, our brain, and our 
capacity cannot imagine that honestly yet, maybe some people have that gift but I know many 
of us don't but I feel like we get dangerous when we start thinking that that's the end, because 
our universe is so expansive and way more beautiful than what we can see but what we could 
start thinking about which makes me move into this next question about. 
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I think, I don't know if you all are like me to think about and sometimes get into these spaces of 
wondering what would higher ed look like if we move beyond your frame, your thinking Sharon, 
beyond capitalist notions, neoliberal settler colonialization, cis hetero patriarchy, all of these 
these structures that are in our lives today, what would that, what could that potentially look 
like if there's a possibility to imagine that? 
 

Dr. Stein 
So I guess it's my turn to go first. I mean I think. Like you said I'm like wary of of projecting into 
the future given that we don't know and I think of decolonial more as an orientation rather 
than a destiny or an end point, but I do think you know there have always been other kinds of 
higher education than the one we currently have, so this idea of the modern colonial university 
is not that old, it has become now this universalized institution around the world through 
colonialism, um largely, but you know every society that has ever existed has had a form of 
education, or higher education, we just maybe don't see it that way, so these other modes of 
education exist and continue to exist, nurtured by the communities that they're, that they're 
part of and I think there's a lot that those educational traditions can teach us and at the same 
time lots of potential risks involved in that engagement, particularly when we do that as a form 
of consumption or as a means of trying to well let's get the solution there and then bring them 
back and fix this colonial institution right, so my colleague Cash Ahenakew talks about this as 
grafting, so essentially taking in this case this Indigenous knowledges out of their context and 
inserting them back into a colonial context which really betrays the gifts and the fact that they 
do open up these possibilities for other worlds, for other ways of knowing, being and relating, 
so I think we have to be brave and do this kind of interfaces between these different knowledge 
systems, but we have to be really careful about the way that we do it and we have to do a lot of 
work in preparation I think, a lot of sort of homework, especially on the settler side to be able 
to do that in a good way that doesn't further colonial relations. 
 

Dr. Yang 
 
[CROSSTALK]. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
If I could really probe really quickly and I don't like that word probe, but I really like what you 
said and I think it connects to the recent piece that I just read of yours entitled Beyond Higher 
Education As We Know It: Gesturing Towards the Decolonial Horizons of Possibility, and you 
talk about ways in which higher education scholars can rethink, right the epistemological and 
ontological frames, and imaginaries of institutions which I think you started alluding to at your 
end point and I want you to revisit that because, as as you identified, as a white settler, how do 
you, how are you doing that in a good way because there's many people who who may, who 
are wanting to do that, are wanting the, how how what would you say to that? 
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Dr. Stein 
I'm not sure that I'm doing in a good way so [LAUGH]. I think, one of the things that's just a 
caution about what I've learned sort of what not to do because there's first of all the there's a 
orientation that is watching a checklist, like this is what I can do to be a good person in this 
colonial society which is totally against the kind of mode of being more relational and it's 
decentering yourself in the process and then there's also this kind of sometimes desire to say 
oh I don't want to be part of the problems, so I'm going to advocate really strongly and be this 
kind of heroic protagonist of change and I think in both of those cases, it recenters the settler, it 
becomes about looking good or feeling good or being seen as doing, when none of those things 
are the point right, we we are so used to kind of doing what we want and placing ourselves 
where we think we could be useful, but we don't know how to stop and listen and ask where 
would I be useful right and then it's not about you and your unrestricted autonomy, it's like 
what is my responsibility to this larger web of relationships and how can I honor those 
relationships, which is not about what I want but what is needed and what I can do. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Well thank you for answering that and I encourage all of you to read that piece because I feel 
like it was a way in which you provided a beautiful way in terms of decentering but also to 
relearning and learning about different ways of knowing and how we may grow in our 
development and in our work in Indigenous, in higher education and Indigenous work and so I 
just wanted to give you a shout out on that piece and encourage people to get, to read, to visit 
that, if they haven;t done so, so thank you, Dr Yang do you want to jump in, I'm sorry I 
interrupted you earlier. 
 

Dr. Yang 
No not all, it is perfect because I was going to say, you know the one thing I do like about the 
use of decolonial as it's being picked up more and more in higher ed, is exactly connected to 
Sharon's work which is the decolonial actually points at the beyond, right, because you think 
about where we are in higher ed right now the very very best of higher ed, so I don't talk I'm 
not talking about like cis patriarchy and all that stuff, I'm saying like the very very best thing we 
have right now, it's like equity, diversity and inclusion and social justice [CROSSTALK] and yeah 
great stuff [CROSSTALK] yeah right but the decolonial challenges all that right, it makes people 
think wait a second and I think about diversity, just use as a shorthand for all those things, it's 
not necessarily decolonial but it could be and I think that that's that's what's exciting about the 
beyond, it's beyond where we are right now, it's not the end, and I think about something as 
basic as let's say land acknowledgments, so we're seeing that catching on more and more in the 
United States, it's already pretty big in Canadian institutions and you know my colleague 
Theresa Ambo here, Professor Theresa Ambo is working on a piece, with we're working on it 
together but it's mainly her, and we're talking about this this sudden you know interest in land 
acknowledges, and I think people do it, and they think they did something decolonizing, it's 
really fascinating right and pretty soon you're going to see it, I think you already see as 
signature lines you know along with people's pronouns right which is all good work but you 
know there's something about that that's diversity work, and that's inclusion work, and 
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suddenly we've included land acknowledgements into our diversity agenda here and then we 
think we've done something, right but but I think what some of these Indigenous scholars from 
Canada in particular are pushing on, is like that's not enough right, so Chelsea Vowel or Hayden 
King you know they talk about, well if you're going to acknowledge land then you really should 
be saying well what are, you should be asking yourself what are my responsibilities, and that's 
really different from an inclusion framework which is like well we've acknowledged Indigenous 
people, now they've been included into our settler institution, aren't they so lucky right, so I 
feel like that decolonial pushes us beyond our very best work that is happening now and in the 
university. 
 
And just like the flip side of I think the decolonial or the, I don't want to say the flip side but the 
other the other part of it in United States and large parts of the Americas is that is anti 
blackness right, is chattel slavery and and how anti-black is evolved out of that as, as part of the 
colonial condition and diversity doesn't answer that either, so all too often and I can speak in 
really specific things but it's like you you start talking about anti blackness and everyone in the 
room, they say oh yeah, first generation students, or oh yeah um you know students of color 
and I'm like I'm talking about anti blackness and black students and we have data at our 
university for example from, you know, it's broken down by ethnicity and if you look at Black 
students and they'll reply and they say we think this campus is very diverse, like I think we think 
this campus is very inclusive, we think like they rank those things very high and then when it 
comes to actually race and anti-blackness, they rank it really low, so you can be very very 
diverse and very inclusive and still extremely anti-black. 
 
And so I I think about the decolonial challenging in that that way in terms of black futurity, is 
like the opposite of anti blackness is not diversity, the opposite of anti blackness is pro 
blackness right, and and so are our best programs can, don't quite do that yet but they could 
right and that's again, that's what I like about, think about the beyond is not like the end point 
but like the beyond is actually just beyond where we are right now, I think that is a very 
productive way to think. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
I like that because I feel like it's it's a lens in which you look at things in a different perspective 
when you have like the decolonial glasses on so to speak, because you're examining these calls 
of equity, calls with inclusion in a different light in terms of recognizing like what you said land, 
recognizing our queer relatives, really recognizing the relationships we have with others that 
are excluded from these larger conversations that we think is inclusive and so I I think that's 
perfect in terms of wanting to see some of that nuances that I feel like people are still trying to 
think through, and it's allowing that nuance to be more apparent, So we talked a little bit about, 
Sharon you started talking about metaphors right and I remember when we had that joint call, 
we talked about metaphors and the power of metaphors in this work and so, if you don't mind 
sharing a little bit more about how metaphors helps us in this and moving beyond right. 
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Dr. Yang 
Do I go first this time is that [LAUGH]. 

 
Dr. Tachine 
You know I can, I can start a little bit to help help with [UNKNOWN] this, I know that for me I've 
been doing, I I've been starting to do a lot of weaving and weaving textile rugs and I didn't know 
at the time, for me I started doing it to do something with my daughters because I wanted 
them to learn that, that way of being, it's been passed down from years and now I'm hearing 
more and more of the stories, that it's been a form of even resistance during a time when our 
people were captured in prisons during The Long Walk, and that the women were recreating 
these tapestries for survival, and so now learning theses ways, I'm seeing the connection of 
weaving as connection to research because there is a lot of like, there's a lot of rigor, there's a 
lot of time, there's a lot of teaching that's all goes into not only the weaving in itself but the 
prep work, the putting up the loom, the working of the loom, the hearing of stories, the 
listening to how to create a new design, the tension, all of that is so connected to rigorous 
research that we do but also it's connected to that is how our communities solved problems 
too, because I feel like oftentimes we think research, well Indigenous framing is often seen as 
we're not researchers, you know, we haven't been, we were considered savages and 
unintelligent but weaving was a form of figuring out now questions, women would come 
together to talk about problems happening with family and the community, and talk through 
that through the reasoning process of how to solve it, which is what research is about as well, 
so it's a form of asserting not only the knowledge base, the knowledge production of creating 
this methodological process but it's asserting research that my ancestors have done since time 
immemorial, so I feel thse metaphors are so connected in that way in allowing me to reconnect, 
and it's also reconnecting me to a shared tradition of our community, and with my beautiful 
daughters who are learning and we're doing this together so there's a lot of movement in that, 
in that, in those, in those times, in those places, what about y'all, what do y'all do when you 
think about metaphors, connections? 
 

Dr. Yang 
Well can I just first give you props on that, I I think, I mean it's not only a metaphor, it's a 
practice, so it's both metaphor and not metaphor. And it's I I I love the question because I think 
about like, settler metaphors versus Indigenous metaphors suddenly and like I think an 
interesting question to ask people, I mean we just not not a not meant to be like a test but is 
ask people what's a metaphor for decolonization, you know and we think about weaving as a 
metaphor for decolonization, I can imagine other people saying many other things, like blowing 
things up or you know like very destructive things, and so like [CROSSTALK] as a sort of problem 
solving, relation building, relation regeneration, memory work, futurity work, you know it's 
both memory work and it's also something that is going to be seen by people in the future by 
descendants so or my friend Angie Morrill has this beautiful piece called Time Traveling Dogs, 
[CROSSTALK] which she writes about her mother [it's a wonderful piece] [INAUDIBLE] her 
mother's paintings but her mother also quilts, she talks about these paintings as time travel 
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maps and they they they rebuild they let people go back and forth into future, into times, into 
into times that never existed and to these to regenerate these relations with with those living 
and dead you know. So I guess this building off of that. 
 
one, one thing that's a metaphor not a metaphor for me are grandmothers and 
[BLANK_AUDIO] so like and I think about like um and I think it's it's not a metaphor obviously in 
the sense that we have grandmothers, it's a metaphor for me in that I didn't know my 
grandmothers and and I think about. 
 

Dr. Yang 
Who's the Maya Angelou has has this great book called Letter to My Daughter and um she 
doesn't have a daughter and so it's amazing that she has all this writing she's giving to two 
daughters that she doesn't biologically have and I often think of Maya Angelou as like one of 
those grandmothers that I didn't have you know, so so I have this idea of like well what does it 
look like if we organize like our grandmothers, right and some you know some of some of your 
grandmothers are badasses, right, so so I know some of some of them had guns you know, but I 
I I also think it challenges us to think beyond these masculinist metaphors for social change and 
for survivance, and so what if, what does it mean to decolonized like your grandmother, what 
does it mean to do university like your grandmother, I think, I think weaving made me think of 
that. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Love that, thanks for sharing that. Sharon, what about you, what do you think? Um Yea, I think 
I'll just second Wayne in saying that I think the weaving metaphor is super powerful and is it is 
so relational right and there are individual you know, I'm sure string is not the right word but 
threads that come together to make that weaving and they don't necessarily they don't lose 
their integrity as the individual thread but they've come to be part of the stronger thing 
together, and they can be remade over time, shift and change, so very powerful, I always, that 
was one of the first pieces I read of yours Amanda, and it's stuck with me as well. 
 
One of the metaphors that I use with my research collective um is um, we use metaphors about 
composting because there's a lot of colonial shit to compost, I don't know if I'm allowed to say 
that, word. So there's individual as well as collective things to be composted, and as with with 
the non-metaphorical compost, there's always more right, it's this never ending process of 
needing to compost and I think part of the challenge for us is getting up the courage to face this 
huge pile that we have been ignoring and pretending like we can't smell it, even though it's 
getting worse and worse right, so it's just like how do we dive in and do it joyfully like 
collectively joyfully composting, a composting shit party right, um so that's one of the 
metaphors that we use to say that, like this work is not glorious, it's like cleaning a public toilet 
but it needs to be done, right for the wellbeing of all of us, um another metaphor we haven't 
and we have talked about holding up these these images so, I'm not sure you can see it but it's 
called the Earth Care framework, and the The Earth Care is an acronym, so there's essentially 
different kinds of justice that we are visualizing with mushrooms but also the Description 
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mycelium which is the underground sort of network that feeds the mushrooms, so the 
mushrooms on the top which are the most visible ones. 
 

Dr. Stein 
are the ecological and economic justice, and often what we do is, we say we see a problem or 
we see actually economic and ecological injustice and we want to fix it right, so we focus on the 
mushrooms but if we don't pay attention to the mycelium that feeding those ecological and 
economic systems, then we're not going to have different kinds of healthy mushrooms, so 
underground is where you have this this cognitive justice, this affective justice and this 
relational justice, so the idea would be how do we have a healthy relationships that can feed a 
different kind of ecological, economic system instead of trying to do it the other way around as 
we often do, so that's another one of the metaphors that we work with [And what is that from, 
again tell me what collective]. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
What is that collective you're referring to, [it's called Gesturing Towards Decolonical futures]. 
 

Dr. Stein 
It's made up of academics but also artists and activists and community members across the 
world but especially north and south, what is currently known as North and South America. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
and can is this open to people, where can they find information about that or is it, are there 
resources available for you and I'm trying to put a plug for shout out here. 
 

Dr. Stein 
Um, Thank you so you can find more at decolonialfutures.net, that has our website and we do, 
and we're very like interested in the educational orientation of what decolonization can look 
like, so we have lots of pedagogical resources and metaphors and yeah I'd happy to. Say more 
but I'll leave it that people can visit the website. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Awesome, thank you so much, well I'm looking at our time, we have about 15 minutes which is 
still good amount of time and I'm looking at our questions and I want to, I want to re, come 
come back to, I'm I'm coming back to a conversation we had earlier cause I felt like I should 
have gone there but I didn't. 
 
We we've been talking about examples of decol decolonizing work, I think Wayne referred to it 
as anti blackness as an example of how we can engage in that work, and then, we also talked 
about the complexities of this work, and we also talked about land acknowledgments for 
example, could you share a little bit more about how, ways in which we can can continue to 
push the beyond right, in this work, realizing the constraints and complexities, maybe you have 
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an example you want to share, or ways in which we can think about how we can engage in 
further thinking about how we can push this beyond. 
 
[BLANK_AUDIO] 
 

Dr. Yang 
I have so many things I would like to talk about, most of them are, um speculative. In the sense 
that I haven't done them yet but that I want to say them because maybe someone will take 
some piece of it and do something. So um, so I'll talk about, I guess just two, two small things, 
so first of all I think decolonizing work is both small and large, and so sometimes people think 
oh we can't possibly do that, it has to be the end of the nation state first and I don't agree with 
that at all, so it's like weaving, you know, it can be it can be that small right, it can be really 
large, weaving could be really large, so um, so one of the small things we did is we started this 
project here with the Black Research Center and African American Studies program, it is called 
Black Like Water and it's Black relationships to land and water, which of course means Black 
relationships to indigeneity, which could be Black indigeneity, but also Indigenous peoples right, 
so we launched it beginning this year with a Black surf week because we're San Diego and um, 
why not feel Black belonging on the ocean. 
 
And my colleague Angela Booker actually spoke about this already, at a, last week so so we're 
the faculty co-advisors for this project and you know, so so we we ran this program and it's 
about Black belonging on land and water, and when the rule of settler colonialism is Black 
people don't belong anywhere right, it's all about dislocation and dispossession. 
 
And it was inclusive to the sense that anyone could participate who wanted to, who want to 
talk about Black relationships to water and oh and the other partner in this was our Recreation 
Department who you know, gave the surf lessons and instructors were other undergraduates, it 
was amazing, but you know who shows up for this Black surf week are mostly Black people 
obviously, who are very diverse, so we've got like Nigerians, Kenyans, we've got you know Black 
Americans who, we've got the whole range, the other people who show up are Native people, 
so it's like got a Native Hawaiian professor who shows up, a um I can't remember her Tribe but 
from the East Coast, they're tide tide water peoples the name of her tribe and their language. 
 
There's a Chamorro person who shows up, I mean so of course, right, and so I feel like, it's 
decolonizing to a degree that it's pushing beyond inclusion, is pushing up beyond diversity and 
it's pushing towards futurity, it's pushing toward regeneration of these relations right, to, 
between Black people and their indigeneity and Black people and Indigenous peoples and and 
of course, Black people and the land and water so, so that's a small thing, something else that's 
totally speculative as we have a new person here who's in charge of faculty leadership, which is 
like this super neoliberal concept right [LAUGH]. Her name's Dr. Ellen Beck and she and I were 
talking and you know she's a little agnostic about the job but we're kind of like hey, you know if 
you're in charge of faculty leadership development, what should faculty be required to learn, 
and we think faculty and administrators should learn what are your responsibilities being an 
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institutional leader on Indigenous Land, what does it mean to be on Kumeyaay land, do you 
know [CROSSTALK] [good question] and so so we're we're thinking like, well we should have 
required seminar series on this for all administrators, um I'm sure they're not going to let us but 
who knows right, I I think that that's how we change this university, the machine so so that it 
may do some decolonizing work. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
I love that, that's how you're tinkering in referring to your book right, that's how you're getting 
in that machine, I love how you frame that, that's awesome, Sharon you want to share some 
ideas? Some even speculation. 
 

Dr. Stein 
Um, I think. Yeah there's things I like I'm not sure how to say because I'm not there, sometimes 
there are things about sort of reappropriating institutional resources for projects that you know 
maybe it's best not posted on the Internet [LAUGH]. But I will say that one of the more exciting 
dimensions of the work that our collective is doing is trying to bring together more 
conversations between Indigenous peoples of what is currently North and South America so 
both having, people going in both directions and participating in their ceremonies as well, and 
having space that is just for them that has nothing to do with people like me and like how can 
the university support that work and how is work also research work and how is that um, how 
is that you know what the university says it's doing but usually isn't doing, but how can we take 
the university you know at its word and and play with that, so we managed to get for instance 
into the international strategic plan for the university, a recognition of the university's colonial 
past and present, now there was no promise about you know what this actually means and 
equates to, very conveniently, so on the one hand it can be viewed as a moment of sort of co-
optation but I also thinking that if something does emerge where someone's doing something 
in the university and the university is asked how is this part of the university's mandate, you can 
draw on a text like that where we're managed to getting just a few words in there, well you said 
you're concerned about your colonial impact, so this is my effort to address that, so I don't 
know how these things work and like I said, it's not that I have a whole lot of faith in the 
institution and sort of it's good faith intentions, but um I think there are different ways to as 
Wayne says tinker and I would just want to draw attention to the work of the Indigenous higher 
education scholars that have been pushing ASHE to address these questions for many years. 
 
Obviously you Amanda and Heather Shotton and Robin Minthorn and Stephanie Waterman 
and. Michelle Pidgeon, all of these people have been trying to put these issues on the table and 
the rest of us have not been very good at listening and we're finally starting to listen which as 
always brings both great potential and then all these risks of recolonization happening, so I 
want to thank you all for your work in pressing that issue and keeping us accountable. 
 

Dr. Tachine 
Thank you so much, yeah I love all your sentiments and I feel like with Wayne, I want to extend 
that conversation he had about faculty leadership because I know that that's something that Dr 
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Brayboy and Dr Brian Brayboy, Dr. Tsianina Lomawaima and I were thinking about at ASU in 
regards to new freshman, new freshman have to take this at ASU, they're all required to take 
this freshman seminar course, which is like your typical time management, provide t time 
management like giving them, to increase persistent rates, and we started thinking about how 
can we have conversations with the new incoming freshmen to one, acknowledge and 
recognize that they're on Akimel O'odham and Pee Posh lands, but what does that mean for 
them, how do how do they make that connection of their belonging on Indigenous land 
wherever they go, and when they're on campus right, and so we've been having conversation 
about how can we have that be actually a lesson that all freshman have to work through and 
grapple through, and that's, at that the, at the small way, but that may have big difference too 
in really just having these understanding of, because I feel like we don't take your time to stop 
and think about that, what does that mean to be on Indigenous land wherever we are, how 
we're benefiting from that today, and so then it calls upon these ways of what could we do to 
be in right relations because many of our people are struggling and suffering now, still, right, so 
anyways I just wanted to jump on that idea because I love, [CROSSTALK] you want to say 
something [yeah may I]. 
 

Dr. Yang 
[Please] just building off of a university land right, is so universities are huge landholders and so 
here's a little weaving activity. So we have, we have all these urban gardens you know, we have 
maybe 10-12 student gardening groups and you know what they're suddenly interested and 
which is a good thing, is native plants right and they're also making the connection between 
native plants now and colonization, and therefore you know Indigenous life ways, so that's 
that's one thread. 
 
Actually the um NASA, our Native American Student Association is also starting a native garden 
but we also have a gardener, a facilities person who wants to start a giant arboretum on 
campus, and he feels like the university should devote a giant plot of land for this, I mean the 
chances are slim, but but still I mean we could argue we have another threat which is climate 
change, and so we need to sequester carbon and so forests are one way to do it, and then we 
also have a um, a relations with a a group called Indigenous Regeneration, they're a nonprofit 
organization at San Pasqual reservation, and this is what they do right, they do this kind of thing 
but it's also part of, like we're invited to attend a language, actually hosted- taught by Stan 
Rodriguez, a Kumeyaay language evening where they're building a traditional willow hut, so 
you've got Indigenous Regeneration, you've got these gardening groups, you've got this 
gardener facilities person, and then we have one of the largest coastal reserves that belongs to 
UC system across the street. 
 
And Indigenous Regeneration, you know, their elders are telling them like you need to get to 
the coast, you need to build some traditional structures there, you need to teach people how 
we do things, And so I could imagine weaving something together where we Restore Coastal 
access to Kumeyaay people and we rematriate some of this land right here, right now, 
[CROSSTALK] yeah [that would be awesome]. 
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Dr. Tachine 
Love that, yeah I love this ongoing weaving that we're having right, like this conversation on 
how we continue to build and how we can think about that. Well we have 5 minutes, I told you 
all it's going to go by so fast and it's gone by so fast and I'm looking at my questions, and seeing, 
okay this is always a fun one, and I hate to feel like we're closing, but we're closing, what are 
you reading, watching, listening, doing that provide inspiration for you to imagine possibilities, 
to even imagine a decolonial presence and future? 
 
[BLANK_AUDIO] 
 

Dr. Stein 
Well there, one possible answer to this is just like a litany of names which is really important 
but I think like, part of me also want and like some of the scholar I've already mentioned of 
course and people who have been really formative to me. Like Jodi Byrd and Leanne Simpson, 
of course, both of your work, but what I want to also emphasize for people is like um, there is 
no, like reading it is necessary to this work because we need to do our homework to 
understand how we got to the point, but we're not going to find the the answers, or the 
decolonial pathways through through reading alone, and I think like sometimes that becomes, 
especially for settlers who are uncomfortable in that more relational space and being 
vulnerable, even you know we are the ones who made everyone else so vulnerable, so I think 
like I also want to encourage people to to read this work but I think reading is just part of it, it's 
also about getting out there and making yourself uncomfortable in these situations, and 
undoing some of this these sort of barriers that we have erected so, I think decolonization can't 
just happen in our classrooms, it can't just happen you know in reading a book before bed but 
it's also a practice. 
 
So I I guess that's what I wanted to say and that's where I've been the most changed, is actually 
in those situations where I feel totally uncomfortable. 
 

Dr. Yang 
But but have had the most, most learning. For me I'm just looking at my computer and seeing 
what was the last few things I read, read. Audre Lorde is up there again, always I think I always 
return, I try to do close readings of what she says. I went to a reading by the poet, a Chamorro 
poet Craig Santos Perez. 
 
And so I would recommend his books, they're funny which is also nice. I I kind of want to give 
shout out to the Super Futurist Thought Collective SFHQ, So that's an art collective and they're 
doing all this time travel and relationship building and this, this place called the Specularity and 
um, I think it's cool, I think they have an installation coming up in Tucson actually. 
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And then randomly, I was reading this thing by ACPA which is another higher ed organization 
and it's called a Bold Vision Forward: A Framework for Strategic, for the Strategic Imperative for 
Racial Justice & Decolonization, you know one, and there's a bunch of co-authors on there 
many of them Indigenous, many of them Black, many of them Queer, one of them is the 
president of the org, and I I just find that very exciting that higher education people are thinking 
about this in very hard ways. 

 
Dr. Tachine 
Oh I love that, I'm going to check out some of those places that you just indicated, I haven't 
heard about those, that's exciting, I just want to give a shout out that I started late in the game 
seriously reading Aileen Moreton Robinson's work, and she, if y'all have not read her work, 
chills, it's amazing and I just want to give her some shout out, and it's been a pleasure revisiting 
both your work, and I feel like what you said Wayne about reading closely to Audre Lorde, I'm 
reading your, both of your work closely and rereading and I love that idea of rereading because 
it's a remembering what drew you to you at one point when you first read it but it's also 
reawakening of things that you didn't have that didn't come to you at one time, but comes later 
right, and so both your work has really been so transformative for me and so I just want to lift 
you all up today. 
 
Well I feel like that's the end of our time and I'm just so grateful that we had an opportunity to 
dialogue with each other, I encourage those of you who are on to check out the work, to 
continue to reread and get closer because you find new things every time you revisit, and I just, 
it's just, it's just a blessing to be, to learn from both of you and be in this conversation and just 
wishing you both the best as you continue to do your good work with the people and with the 
places that you go. 
 
So I have some parting words for ASHE too, so before I, I don't know if you all want to say 
anything before I do do some closing words cause this is our last webinar, okay. So this is a Dear 
ASHE community letter that I was, that I was thinking about, I want to thank you for engaging 
with us for the ASHE2019 webinar series, that we have steward of the conglomerate a 
wonderful intellectuals who have made us pause, challenge us to think beyond the everyday 
and inspired us to dream and imagine possibilities in our work and in our lives, I hope that you 
continue to return to the episodes as we've just talked about, they are available on ASHE 
website, because when I return to a place or an idea or a person, there is a remembering and a 
reawakening, meaning that I remember something that was critical to me at a particular point 
in time and then often awaken to something they I did not catch or notice before, discursive 
intuitive engagement of remembering, of reawakening is what I hope for all of us, and I hope 
that the series provides an opening for you to explore and engage more in the seen and 
unseen, the heard and the unheard, the known and the unknown, I wish to thank Leslie 
Gonzales and Kristen Renn for leading with love and inspiration, for pushing us to reimagine, I 
wish to thank dear Dana Kanhai and newly minted Dr. Candace Hall, for your caretaking and 
intellectual brilliance, the field of higher education is promising with all all of you wonderful 
people and I'm blessed to be a part of it with you, I look forward to learning and reimagining 
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and imagining further on the lands of Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde, the community, and 
the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz during the 2019 ASHE conference in November, Ahéhee' 
[speaking in Navajo] thank you all. 


